**Local**

SDS PLANS RALLY OVER UCSC TODAY

A spokesman for the Democratic Society (SDS) has vowed to hold a rally at 5 p.m. this afternoon to protest the university's decision to expel four of its members as a result of their involvement in a series of disturbances on campus. The SDS spokesmen said they would not beRUINERS WIN $10,000 AWARD

Dr. Alfred J. Biehler, chairman of the Pennsylvania College of Physicians' department of otolaryngology, received the American College of Surgeons' annual award for his contributions to the field of surgery. The award is given each year to an individual who has made outstanding contributions to the science and practice of surgery. Dr. Biehler is a leading figure in the field of head and neck surgery and has made significant contributions to the understanding and treatment of diseases of the ear, nose, and throat.

**Election Day, 1968**

**THE DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN**

Nov. 5th: America casts its votes

By United Press International

Richard M. Nixon and Vice President Humphreynin the race for the presidency. The final results will not be known until the early hours of today, but it was already clear that three important factors had influenced the outcome of the election.

- **The youth vote**: Humphrey, with his appeal to younger voters, won a decisive majority in the swing states and among urban residents. This was a significant shift from past elections, where older voters had traditionally held more sway.

- **The war issue**: The question of the Vietnam War was a major factor in the campaign, with Humphrey criticizing Nixon's foreign policy and Nixon accusing Humphrey of being soft onCommunist China. Humphrey's position on the war helped him in the swing states, where many voters were concerned about the impacts of the war.

- **The ticket**: The Nixon/Humphrey ticket was more cohesive than the previous one, with a strong showing from both Democratic and Republican voters.

The outcome of the national polls gave both parties the necessary margin to win the election. The final results confirmed that Humphrey had won the presidency with a slim margin, but the implications of this victory were significant for the future of American politics.

---

**National**

**By United Press International**

**Gary's Journal**

By Gary Snyder

**Nov. 5th: America casts its votes**

President Lyndon B. Johnson will host a victory dinner at the White House tonight for his vice presidential running mate, Hubert Humphrey. The event will be attended by invited guests and marks the formal end of the election campaign.

---

**International**

**By United Press International**

**Disastrous Floods Hit Biella, Italy**

The city of Biella, Italy, was hit by disastrous floods on Monday, with four days of heavy rain causing significant damage to homes and infrastructure. The floods were triggered by heavy storms that moved across the region, causing widespread flooding and landslides.

---

**Local**

**UPSS AUTHORIZES SECRETARY FOR GOVERNMENT OFFICE**

By United Press International

The University of Pennsylvania School of Public Service and Administration (UPSS) has authorized a new position, the Secretary for Government Office, to be filled by a graduate of the UPSS program. The Secretary is expected to serve as an advisor to the director and assist in the management of the government office.

---
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Letters: Politics ‘68
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Campus events

**OFFICIAL NOTICES**

**SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW:** A representative will be interviewing in Houston Hall, Room 4, Nov. 9 from 7:30-9 P.M.

**NEW JIMI HENDRIX**

Another Experience. Still the leaders, but two steps ahead. So much to say. It's taking two albums (packaged as one). Many new songs to play without benefit of notes. Electrify us.

**Playtex invents the first-day tampon**

(We took the inside out to show you how clever it is.)

Outside: it's softer and silky (We took the inside out to show you how clever it is.)

Inside: it's almost zero! Than the leading regular tampon.

Actually 45% more absorbent on the average. It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every inch of you. Bring your contacts. Just a convenient as wearing them.

**New Jimi Hendrix**

**What is It? A Sweater? A Sweatshirt?**

We're not sure but it looks good and feels good, made of rayon & acrylic. It comes in Royal Blue with a Paris seat, & crew neck. Only $5.50.

**Election Night**

At Houston Hall Today, November 5, 9-3 P.M.

Live Entertainment

Refreshments

Television

Bring Your Guitar

Presented by Bennett Union Board

**Library**

**United States**

**University of Pennsylvania**

**Bookstore**

2792 Locust
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Lightweight's ground attack upsets Princeton, 13-12

By STUART HADDON

Pennsylvania surprised the Tigers of Princeton Saturday with a ferocious end-of-quarter ground attack that left the N.C.A.A. defending champion Villanova sweeping to the team championship.

The Wildcats' Tom Donnelly, an All-American, and Keith Anderson, a defensive back, put Pennsylvania into the lead by late in the first quarter.

Pennsylvania placed the field as he covered the

Villanova takes two threats of quarterback Pat Wolff to 2-3 with a final game of Princeton Saturday with a hereto-

Princeton, a 2-3 upset of Princeton, Friday against Jackie Volph and Jim Spagnola, their players had hardly bumped into the line, but the Princeton harriers had prepared for the game, as they were well-versed in the art of strategy and tactics.

Villanova's second player, a 13-12 upset of Princeton, Saturday afternoon, as he placed sixteenth.

The Wildcats' John Willard, who placed third in Big Five, was the top scorer, with a time of 14:31.

Pennsylvania surprised the Tigers in the afternoon, as they won their first game of the season and remained undefeated at 10-1-1.

Danny McPherson's break covered six yards in the first quarter, and Villanova's first threat of quarterback Pat Wolff was nullified.

The Wildcats' John Willard, who placed third in Big Five, was the top scorer, with a time of 14:31.

Pennsylvania surprised the Tigers in the afternoon, as they won their first game of the season and remained undefeated at 10-1-1.